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Murielle Attia
Portrait of a passion
Murielle, whose parents were jewellers,
naturally succumbed to this passion for
beautiful jewellery.
Returning from Italy in 1982, she created the
OGGI brand ('Today' in Italian) in 1983 and
opened the shop at the Madeleine, the
fashion and luxury district of Paris.
She begins to create beautiful and unique
jewellery that quickly attracted the interest
of clients: the idea of creating tailor-made
pieces was born.
At that time, the custom-made jewellery was
not greatly developed in France and this bold
approach found its audience and this then led
to new passions.
She has been passionate about beautiful
stones and materials for more than 30 years.
Murielle devotes her energy and expertise to
her clientele, who have continued to stay
loyal to her.
Today the brand's products are appreciated
both for its elegance and refinement as its
hospitality and exceptional service tailored
by a large French and international
customers, business women to the rank of
celebrities, who wish to complete their
evening wear, work wear or weddings with
exceptional jewelry and accessories.
Building on the success of the concept and
her shop in Paris, Murielle now plans to use
the potential of the Internet to unveil her
most beautiful pieces on oggi-paris.com, her
online sales site.
In 2000, distribution of the OGGI brand was
rolled out throughout France, then, in 2006,
it went Europe-wide and since 2013 it has
been internationally available.
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The Creative Workshops
100% FRENCH CREATIVITY AND CRAFTMANSHIP
All our products are exclusively hand made in our Parisian workshops by
exceptionally skilled artisans from a wide variety of trades: glassblowers,
enamellers, beadworkers, milliners, hatters, lace-makers, seamstresses, glove
makers, embroiderers, lapidaries, gilders etc.
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From the Traditional to the Multi-Channel
Business Model
How the shops and the website complement each other
Having begun by using the traditional business model, OGGI was able to move on to
the internet in 2005 by launching its online sales site: oggi-paris.com
OGGI was then using two channels, the shop and the website, which acted as a
showcase for the shop.
The innovative spirit so characteristic of OGGI led the company to move towards an
all-channel policy in its global strategy. Today OGGI combines the best aspects of
shops and e-commerce. The in-store experience and the new technologies are
brought together in a complementary and interactive way to develop a relationship
with the customers and provide them with an excellent service.

A multi-channel customer service policy
OGGI is developing a variety of online and offline channels, following its constant
principle of placing the customer at the heart of the business. Blogs, social networks,
forums, websites, e-commerce platforms, physical shops and customer service
provide the same information and services (fast free delivery, etc.)
The modern customer is both a consumer and a web-user. The various channels
available to the customers enable them to feel close to OGGI, before, during and
after the purchase. Using all these applications to work together helps reassure
consumers, who are becoming ever more demanding.

OGGI: double-digit growth
Thanks to its expertise, its experience, its niche positioning and this successful
combination of the traditional business model and e-commerce, OGGI has been
recording double digit annual growth figures
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7
Videos

Shops that showcase a passion for jewellery
Paris, just a step from the street St-Honoré since 1983
Main shop of the brand OGGI

A national distribution policy since 2000
Products are distributed in luxury shops (jewellery, fashion) in major French cities
(Lille, Strasbourg, Nantes, Bordeaux, Toulouse, Montpellier, Cannes, Nice and Lyon)
An international distribution policy since 2006
Products are distributed in luxury shops (jewellery, fashion, websites) in major
international cities (Luxembourg, Geneva, Brussels, London, Rome, Milan, New York,
Los Angeles, Rio, Seoul, Tokyo, Sydney, Moscow , Lomé in Togo, Abidjan in Ivory Coast,
Singapore)
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OGGI-PARIS.COM
Treasures that are only a few clicks away
Launched in 2005, Oggi-paris.com offers users the ability to buy the latest articles
online, using a secure payment system.

An effective digital strategy
In order to develop the visibility of its online sales site, OGGI has always used a
targeted digital strategy based on:
Search engine optimization
SEO campaigns are revised every month as new products
become available
The development of strategic partnerships with leading sites in
France and abroad
A blog dedicated to news from the world of fashion, jewellery,
accessories and weddings
Ergonomics are used to dreate a customer experience that is
optimized for smooth navigation and quick access to information
A helpful and efficient customer service to answer any
questions by phone or email
Careful management of Oggi's online reputation and openness
to social media (Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Google, Instagram) to
promote a dialogue with its communities of passionate followers
A website that uses responsive design to offer a navigation
experience that is both simple and suitable for all smartphones
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OGGI in the press
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OGGI in the cinema

Zoé Adjani in Cerise Movie Jérôme Enrico July 2015
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Partners
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Advantages

Efficient service for over 30 years
Unique bespoke handmade products that are 100% French
Choice of materials (silver, bronze, gunmetal, gold, Murano
glass paste) and stones (certificate of authenticity)
A full tender wedding for jewels & accessories
An infinite selection of colours on request
Creation, Transformation and Renovation of Jewellery
Gold and silver plating
Threading beads
Makeovers (1st hour free)
New creations in less than 15 days
Service within 8 days guaranteed for life
Free shipping to France and abroad
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OGGI
Authenticity certificate
We certify the authenticity of this article, which
like all our stones has been subject to the
most rigorous quality controls

Some Products
Baroque Cuff
A kind of tattoo
Golden metal and black blown glass

Good luck brooch
4 leaf clover
Golden metal and black blown glass
paste, glass beads

Avalanche necklace
A cascade of lozenges next to the skin
Gold plated chain and multicoloured drops
of blown glass paste

Capeline Aroma hat
A bouquet of flowers to offer a lady
100 % natural silk
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Key Dates
1982

Creation of the brand OGGI

1983

Shop at the Madeleine Paris

1984

Creating custom jewellery

1990

Creating custom accessories

1992

OGGI celebrates 10 years

1995

Creation of the Wedding range

2000

National distribution

2002

OGGI celebrates 20 years

2005

Opening of the website oggi-paris.com

2006

Europe-wide Distribution

2011

Opening of social networks - Wedding Salons

2012

OGGI celebrates 30 years - Member of Paris Tourist Office Display cases in Meurice & Westin Hotels

2013

Distribution USA – Australia – Asia - Africa

2014

As seen in the film 'Cerise' - Sales Partnerships Privée.com,
Edaole

2015

Product placement in USA films
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